Spiritual Blindness Prevents One from Seeing the TRUTH
Luke 24:13-35
Historical Context
-Where is _________? Probably the city of _________
-What is a ______? The length of a Greek _____ (600 ft)
-Road conditions were _________-never travel ______
and definitely do not travel at ________
Literary Context
-Luke often emphasizes the “_______” people of the
biblical story
Immediate context
-This passage takes place on ____________ Sunday
The ____ to this passage is understanding ___ important verses
Why would two of His disciples not __________ him?
1. Jesus __________ disguised his appearance
and voice (Problem: Jesus wouldn’t do that)
2. The disciples were so ________ with grief
that they were not thinking right (Problem:
they spent all afternoon with Jesus)
3. Jesus resurrection body is different in
___________ and Jesus resurrected voice is
different in ________ (Problem: Mary
recognized Jesus and so did the Apostles)
4. There is a ____________ explanation because
all of the natural ones are _______
Luke 24:16
Luke 9:45, 18:34
What brought about their “_______” to finally
recognize Jesus?
1. There was something about the way he _____
bread that reminded them of the Last Supper
(Problem: They weren’t at the Last Supper)
2. When he reached out for the bread the _____
_______ in his hands became visible
(Problem: not in the text)

3. He had a special way of _______ and saying
______ that was unique to him (Problem: not
in the text)
4. There is a __________ explanation because
all of the natural ones are simply speculation
and do not agree with the text
Luke 24:31a
Acts 16:14
_________ is the ________ result of spiritual blindness
1. Spiritual blindness leads to __________
Luke 24:17
2. Spiritual blindness leads to _______ thinking about
who ______ is
Luke 24:19-21a
3. Spiritual blindness leads to a ________ of the _____
about Jesus
Luke 24:22-24
4. Spiritual blindness leads to a lack of ____________
concerning God’s Word
Luke 24:25-27
Hope, ____, and Excitement are the results of eyes that can see
1. Eyes that can really see ________ Jesus for who He
really is
Luke 24:31
2. Eyes that can really see turn ones focus from _____
to ______
Luke 24:28-29, 33a
3. Eyes that can really see begin to _________ the
Scriptures
Luke 24:32
4. Eyes that can really see lead to a _____ that is filled
with hope, joy, and ____________
Luke 24:33b-35
Application
1. Jesus has ______-Think about it
2. Pray for God to ______ the spiritual blindness of the
lost
3. Understand that the Old Testament is about ______

